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To believe that the governor can rescue people out, regardless of 
circumstances, is wrong. There is no guarantee for that.

- Per Andreassen, police lieutenant
Svalbard governor's office

Bearly aware: Polar bear destroys two 
tents at poorly chosen campsite; group 
also had trouble with weapon
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Weather summary
Mostly cloudy with strong winds and 
occasional snow through Saturday; 
warmer with rain/snow next week.

Full forecast page 3

See ALBUM, page 4

BREAKING: Parliament approves Store Norske bailout. Story at icepeople.net
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Helping from afar: Auction, cookout, 
waffles raise 300,000 kroner for refugees

By MARK SABBATINI
Editor

Conversations about the weather (admit-
tedly more important here than many places) 
are mostly inane. Listening to Liv Mari Schei 
sing about it most definitely is not.

Schei, probably Longyearbyen's most-
successful "commercial" singer, 
has built that rep during the 
past nine years with reliably 
soothing and accessible ("safe" 
to the cynics) ballads. So step-
ping "outside the box" for her 
new album "Vind," scheduled 
for release Friday, didn't mean 
trading her piano for a Moog, 
importing a percussionist best 
suited for a DJ party or drench-
ing her vocals in an effects stompbox.

Instead she opted for to record a live per-
formance last September in Longyearbyen 
and subsequently add studio-recorded instru-
mentation, enough to inspire debated about 
being daring or safe regardless of the results.

Are those results a success? Arguably it 
might take three reviews instead of one to an-
swer that question: one for fans of Schei and 
her genre with an interest in Svalbard-themed 
music, another for those at the concert, and a 
third for the readers of this publication who 
may not know a word of Norwegian and 

therefore absorb her vocals as 
simply another instrument.

Any self-respecting reviewer 
owes readers an early spoiler, 
which here is pretty simple: any 
of three groups buying the album 
aren't going to feel like they've 
spit into the "Vind," so to speak, 
unless their awareness of Schei's 
style equals that of people who 
think frying pans are adequate 

polar bear protection. There are some refresh-
ing departures from her first two studio al-
bums (indeed, it feels like an expansion of her 
subsequent 2010 "Polar Eufori" soundtrack 
recording), and at its best showcases Schei's 

Review: Liv Mari Schei flies w/ slight turbulence on 'live' CD 'Vind'

MARK SABBATINI / ICEPEOPLE
Liv Mari Schei performs at a concert at Kulturhuset in September of 2014 that's the foundation of her  
"Vind" album. A free performance and CD signing is scheduled at 6 p.m. Friday at Karlsberger Pub.

Gusty call

Get off 
your 
assess
By MARK SABBATINI
Editor

There's only so much time to figure out 
how to rescue a drowning man.

That, writ large, is the scathing message re-
leased this week by the Svalbard Business As-
sociation, stating the government's delay in de-
ciding its plans for Store Norske in the wake 
the company's coal crisis 
is leaving too many resi-
dents gasping for air.

"Our patience has 
ended," wrote Terje 
Aunevik, the associa-
tion's director, in a press 
release posted on the or-
ganization's Facebook 
page. "The uncertainty that is prevailing is be-
cause of a vacuum of action and a clear signal 
about the direction of Longyearbyen is creating 
turbulence."

A survey of the association's members 
shows more than 40 percent have put invest-
ments on hold, 50 percent expect a drop in sales 
and nearly 10 percent expect a major drop, 
Aunevik wrote.

But the government, which owns Store 
Norske and is being asked by the company's 
board of directors to provide funding to main-
tain some operations, isn't ready to wade in yet.

"This is an extensive and important issue, 
and I will not now comment about when a reso-
lution concerning Store Norske will be in 
place," said Norwegian Trade and Industry 

Businesses out of patience, say  
government's delay in handling 
Store Norske crisis hurting them

Witness to a 
burial? Svea to 
open to tourists for 
first time in 
January.
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Briefly

Cruising: Getting out of 
danger, but into 'death?'

Another cruise season is about to embark 
full speed ahead in Svalbard, but the smiles of 
those greeting passengers aren't being shared 
by a lot of industry executives these days.

They took a blow last month when Britain 
issued a warning telling travelers cruising here 
is too dangerous. That warning may be re-

Mainland town claims to be top 
per-person telethon giver, a title 
held by Longyearbyen for years
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Icepeople is published weekly (or thereabouts) 
on Tuesdays (or thereabouts), with printed 
copies available free on a limited basis in 
Longyearbyen. Additional printed copies are 
available locally and by mail upon request. 
Charges are on an "at cost" basis.

Copyright stuff
Original contents of this publication can be 
reproduced for non-commercial purposes free 
of charge if Icepeople is credited as the 
source. The original writers, photographers 
and other contributors retain their rights to all 
published works.

Corrections policy
When we screw up you'll know about it – on 
the front page. One of the big complaints 
about newspapers is they tend to bury 
corrections and clarifications deep inside 
where few people who read the original article 
see them. If we need to fix something, an alert 
box on the front page will state what story is in 
error and where the full correction is printed.

Submitting material 
Letters, columns, photos and other material 
are welcome, but we can't offer pay for 
published items since nobody here is getting 
paid at the moment. Submissions in electronic 
form (text, Word documents, JPEGs, etc.) are 
highly preferred, although typing and/or 
scanning of items will be considered on a per-
case basis. We reserve the right to edit 
submissions for length, clarity, accuracy, libel 
and other reasons, but we will also make 
every reasonable effort to contact the author 
about any changes prior to publication.
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Icesheet
Random bits of the week's weirdness:

It's Humiliation Week for us in this space 
for a couple of reasons. First, it's hardly weird 
for us to do something stupid, but it's also not 
just any newspaper that goes out of their way to 
point it out twice. As noted on the front page 
(in keeping with one of our policies real 
newspapers consider insane), we made a ma-
jor screwup in an article titled "Anchor al-
terations" in the Oct. 13 issue. The story stat-
ed citizenship is not allowed for foreigners liv-
ing exclusively in Svalbard because residents 
are exempt from paying taxes related to Nor-
way’s social welfare system. While the tax bit 
is true, the reason foreigners are ineligible is 
the Norwegian Immigration Act does not apply 
in the archipelago due to the ease of entry and 
residency mandated by the Svalbard Treaty … 
Next, we utterly despise falling for corporate 
propaganda stunts, especially when they're by a 
much-despised company, but we're mentioning 
one anyhow as "lifestyle and travel blogger" 
Steve Booker has completed a two-week 
"Pole to Pole" journey that began in 

Longyearbyen without carrying "a single 
note, coin or card." Instead, he accepted a 
challenge from the folks at PayPal to do it as a 
publicity stunt. His "global tour" was actually 
only eight stops on three continents, ending at 
Ushuaia, Argentina, the world's southernmost 
city (at a whopping 54 degrees south latitude). 
Not to suggest they're hypocrites or anything, 
but we found out PayPal has massive restric-
tions for Svalbard residents when we tried to 
use them to set up a donation site. Not that we'd 
snark them here because we're bitter about it.

Mainland town claims to be top 
per-person telethon giver, a title 
held by Longyearbyen for years

Most of these creatures are happy. One most 
definitely is not: A colorful collection of critters 
helps an Atlantic cod "decompose" during a five-
day span in January. A time-lapse video of the 
process is at tinyurl.com/pvc9ru3.

blue train

Get some real dirt on icepeople!
Our global headquarters available for rent during the March 20 eclipse! Sleeps three on actual 
furnishings (double bed and sofa), plus a few can squeeze in on the floor. Washing machine, turbo 
wi-fi and about a 5-10 minute walk to most places. Plus, you'll be helping provide our pitiful little 
newspaper with desperately needed funds. Contact marksabbatini@yahoo.com for details.

NTNU

Polar Permaculture has a vision to develop a resilient and healthy 
community while reducing our impact on the environment. Our team of 

experts are creating solutions for organic food growing, transformation of 
waste streams and engaging our community. Work is commencing on our 

greenhouse project now. Could you be part of 
the solution? We would love to hear from you.

Be part of Longyearbyen's growing future!Be part of Longyearbyen's growing future!

Polar Permaculture
www.polarpermaculture.com !  4695 4875 !  info@polarpermaculture.com

Presenting…the first-ever streaming video in a 
newspaper: This may look like a snapshot, but 
it's actually a 15-minute "live from London" stage 
performance playing in real time on this page.

MARK SABBATINI / ICEPEOPLE

SYSSELMANNEN

PRIVATE

A historic locomotive in Ny-Ålesund, which is disintegrating due to exposure from saltwater-laden 
winds, has been sent to Aurskog-Hølandsbanen for restoration work and is scheduled to return to 
the international research settlement next year, according to the Norwegian Directorate for 
Cultural Heritage. The steam locomotive – one of the first to arrive in Ny-Ålesund in 1917 and  
the one only remaining of six that used to transport coal in the settlement – will need about 300 
hours of work at a cost of 500,000 kroner. Five train cars will also be restored by workers in Ny-
Ålesund. Officials are also considering moving the train – a popular tourist attraction – further 
from the shoreline to limit its exposure. But Jan Petter Brennsund, a conservator at the 
Norwegian Folk Museum, wrote in an assessment that the planned restoration work should 
ensure the locomotive remains intact for another 50 years.

SYSSELMANNEN

STEVE BOOKER
Stepping in it: PayPal once again gives Svalbard 
residents the ass-end of things.
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Weather forecast for Longyearbyen
Wednesday

Cloudy. SW winds winds to 32 
km/h. High -5C (-10C wind 
chill), low -10C (-147 wind 
chill).

24-hour darkness

Thursday
Partly cloudy. Variable winds 
to 35 km/h. High -10C (-16C 
wind chill), low -14C (-19C 
wind chill).

24-hour darkness

Saturday
Partly cloudy. NW winds to 32 
km/h. High -5C (-11C wind 
chill), low -11C (-17C wind 
chill).

24-hour darkness
Extended forecast: Sunday, rain/snow, 0C (-5C), -5C (-10C), light 0:00h; Monday, rain/snow, 1C (-3C), 0C (-5C), light 0:00h; 
Tuesday, rain/snow, 2C, (-4C), -0C (-5C), light 0:00h; Wednesday, rain/snow, -2C (-4C), -10C (-17C), light 0:00h

Data provided by storm.no

Friday
Partly cloudy. N winds to 29 
km/h. High -10C (-16C wind 
chill), low -14C (-19C wind 
chill).

24-hour darkness

HEADLINES STOLEN FROM

SVALBARDPOSTEN
VERDENS NORDLIGSTE AVIS

LNS starting a treasure hunt 
for rubies in Greenland   

LNS is scheduled to start trial production 
is scheduled to start this month at the Aappa-
luttoq ruby mine in Greenland, which Admin-
istrative Director Frode Nilsen said could be 
worth billions of dollars. "This will be the 
world's largest ruby mine where they are tak-
en out of solid rock," he said. "The most com-
mon is to extract them from the soil." The ini-
tial estimate for the deposit to be mined is 400 
million carats of rubies, or 80,000 kilograms. 
"The price for rubies and sapphires can vary 
between two to 18 dollars per carat," Nilsen 
said. "Sometimes it may be much higher, de-
pending on the quality of the stone. The mine 
is located on the southwest coast of Greenland 
about 160 kilometers south of the capital Nuuk.

Resolution expected soon in 
bear attack case from March

The leader of a group attacked by a polar 
bear at a campsite in March still has not indi-
cated if he will accept a 10,000-kroner fine or 
go to court after he was charged with negli-
gence that resulted in the bear's death. "We 
are expecting a quick resolution in a matter of 
weeks," said Lt. Gov. Jens Olav Sæther. The 
lear of the Czech group was the first person 
charged under a law requiring people to take 
precautions to prevent attacks which, com-
bined with his being a foreigner, has resulted 
in the delay while he seeks advice, Sæther 
said. A tripwire alarm system was improperly 
set up around the campsite and there was no 
guard on duty when the bear attacked. One 
person sustained modest head and shoulder in-
juries in the attack, but officials were forced 
to kill the bear after the tourists shot and 
wounded it. The group delayed reporting the 
incident for about an hour, raising further 
questions about their actions.

Svalbardbutikken planning 
expansion despite crisis

Despite the coal crisis threatening to crip-
ple Longyearbyen's economy, Svalbardbu-
tikken is planning to proceed with a 43-mil-
lion-kroner expansion and refurbishment this 
spring. "We believe in Longyearbyen," said 
Administrative Director Morten Helliksen.

A polar bear approaches a seal on an ice floe in the BBC documentary "The Hunt: In the Grip of the 
Seasons," which will make its Arctic debut during a free screening at 7:30 p.m. Monday at Kulturhuset.

Lightning round 
Darkness has Longyearbyen 
shining brighter than ever with 
non-stop old and new events 

There's more! Visit www.icepeople.net 
for the complete story.

By MARK SABBATINI
Editor

Longyearbyen annual plunge into total and 
stormy darkness means there's more to see – 
this year more than ever.

The usual crowded lineup of late fall festi-
vals, concerts, movie marathons and other 
events is even more packed this year due to a 
couple of new big-screen events showing regu-
larly at Kulturhuset, plus the debut of projects 
by local artists.

Ten days of non-stop events starts at 7 p.m. 
Thursday with the debut of weekly movie 
screenings at Kulturhuset by the newly estab-
lished Longyearbyen Film Club ("Back to the 
Future" is the debut film, in tribute to its 30-
year anniversary and the sequel's "future date").

Another flashy show of lights will appear 
on the same screen at 7 p.m. Friday as Roger 
Waters' concert film "The Wall" is shown as 
part of a new series of "live" stage perfor-
mances that include opera and ballet.

A few hours after that film ends, an all-day 
movie marathon will begin at midnight Satur-
day. For those inclined to do or watch some-

thing more active, the annual sports exchange 
competition with Barentsburg is scheduled to 
begin at 11:30 a.m. at Svalbardhallen.

Sunday features "just" the release of the 
new Bond film "Spectre" at Kulturhuset, but it 
will be screened twice at 5 and 8 p.m. and ad-
vance ticket purchases are recommended after 
last Sunday's screening sold out well in advance.

Local film producer Jason Roberts will 
present and discuss the Arctic debut of his lat-
est project "The Hunt: In the Grip of the Sea-
sons," a BBC documentary at 7:30 p.m. Mon-
day at Kulturhuset. 

The usual Tuesday evening fireplace social 
at Svalbard Church will get a boost with a sin-
galong of hymns led by Jovna Zakharias Dunf-
jell at 7 p.m.

The next, for those feeling weary by all the 
events, begins a five-day period of "rest." 
Which actually isn't, since the annual five-day 
Kunstpause festival is an arts and music cele-
bration of the community settling in together 
for the long winter.

Part of that community will add their own 
accent to next weekend's events as Longyear-
byen's Thai residents host their annual Loi 
Krathong celebration beginning at 6 p.m. Satur-
day at The University Centre in Svalbard.

Wednesday-Sunday: Kunstpause
Saturday, Thai festival
Jason Roberts

"The audience is centered on and behind the 
stage in a completely new way.

The show is based on the groundbreaking 
concept album The Wall, and includes 
projections, pyrotechnics, phantasmagorical dolls, 
animations, sound effects and a great surround 
sound.

This is great entertainment - with an underly-
ing pacifist message. "

Presented here in panoramic 360 degrees, 
you can see it all as the unusual light and shadow 
of the eclipse dances across the Arctic landscape.

Location: Amelnryggen
N 77°57.051´
E 016°48.386´
Elevation: 778m

Playback is in realtime, starting at 11.10 AM 
local time as the eclipse enters totality.

Higher quality w/ 2D and photos available 
soon at http://stargatemedia.no/

Special thanks to our fearless snowmobile 
guide Tom at http://arcticchallenge.no/ whose 
knowledge and Aquavit proved indispensable.

    Category
        People & Blogs 
    License

A

JASON ROBERTS PRODUCTIONS

JASON ROBERTS PRODUCTIONS
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Schei flows with the 'Vind'
Liv Mari Schei, guitarist Staffan Johansson and drummer Finn Sletten, left, perform the live portion of "Vind" before a capacity crowd at Kuturhuset. At 
right, a digital recorder displays prerecorded tracks from other instruments the trio of musicians heard – but the audience didn't – during the concert.

There's more! Visit www.icepeople.net 
for the complete story.

MARK SABBATINI / ICEPEOPLE

ALBUM, from page 1
increasingly mature range and timbre.

The price for that reward is the feeling at 
times the "safe" elements are overshadowing 
her vocal presence.

Hardcore listeners fully focused on their 
expensive headphones or speakers will catch 
the slight imperfections and paper rustlings and 
other audio ambiance that frequently give live 
recordings their extra emotion and energy (she 
admitted after the show to being nervous and 
perhaps vocal-weary after too many rehearsals). 
But they'll be lost to those hearing the album in 
cars, cafes and in the background during 
dinner.

Also noticeable is a slightly odd cadence to 
the album as a whole as it straddles a line be-
tween being a live and studio recording.

The opening song "Du Holder Meg Så 
Hardt at Du Nesten Vinner" ("You Hold Me So 
Hard You're Almost The Winner") ends with 
applause, suggesting an intention to present it 
as a concert album. But it's another three songs 
before we briefly hear the audience again and 
even that, like the the extra instrumentation, 
feels deliberately mixed in because of how sud-
denly and precisely it comes and vanishes. The 
crowd isn't heard again until the end of the final 
song, although it's entirely appropriate there 
since it's only one with no extra studio tracks.

Schei said the applause and other "mixed" 
elements of the album are both an artistic and 
practical choice.

"When you listen to the album it's too 
much to have (applause) after song," she said.

As for mixing the imperfections on stage 
with the studio tracks, "I like the contrast," 
Schei said. Not to mention "it wasn't possible to 
have all the instruments during the recording."

There are passages – such as the warm and 
minimally dense "Rykter om Rosa," the open-
ing of "Sangen Vår," the cuttingly assertive 
chorus of "Spørs om Du Tør" (one of a few 
songs that had to be rerecorded during the con-
cert) and the unvarnished finale "Det Fineste 
Med Dagen" – where sound engineer Kyrre 
Fledsberg captures Schei and her emotions non-
pareil. But much of the opening song and oth-
ers such as "Ei Vårvise" (which she and some 
the most gifted students she teaches at 
Longyearbyen School have performed live riv-
etingly, often with no more than a piano for ac-
companiment) see her vocals lose their distinc-
tion in the drenching of instruments.  

But, as noted, the album's concept is part of 
what makes it novel and many of Schei's fans 
will find denser harmonizations more appealing 
than distracting. Schei said she composed the 
arrangements, including the studio tracks, be-
fore the concert – and she, guitarist Staffan Jo-
hansson and drummer Finn Sletten were listen-
ing to instrumentation during the show the au-
dience couldn't hear.

The arrangements vary in density and in-
strumentation between songs, helping break up 
the monotony that can turn an album of ballads 

into mere mood music. The instrumentalists, in-
cluding Schei on piano and Rhodes, are pros 
who only suffer during a bit of occasional 
harshness in the mix, but with virtually all of 
the songs between three-and-a-half and four-
and-a-half minutes long, their role is largely a 
complimentary one.

Nine of the 11 songs on "Vind" are from 
the concert while two – including "Fjellet," first 
heard on "Polar Eufori" – were recorded in stu-
dios on the mainland. Mixing of the album was 
done in Sweden and the mastering in Bodø.

"It's s lot of work doing it and it's very ex-
pensive," said Schei, who a year ago said her 
goal was to release the album before Christmas 
of this year.

Astute readers may notice there's been vir-
tually no mention of lyrics yet, a deliberate 
choice given our mostly-English readership. So 
let's go there now. The album is essentially a 
collection wind and weather poems by Sigri 
Sandberg, who also wrote the lyrics for "Polar 
Eufori."

Unsurprisingly, there's an element of ro-
mantic duality to many of them even if, as with 
her other albums, Schei is largely dictating a 
love letter to Svalbard. The title of the opening 
song is a giveaway to such themes, as are lyrics 
like "you take me to your side and ask – if I 
dare – to join in a hug." 

The subsequent "Rykter om Rosa" ("Ru-
mors of Pink") tells of the first hints light from 
a mountaintop in January, but Schei said a dif-
ferent sensation came across while she was lis-
tening to finished album.

"It was the song that surprised me the most 
because of the instrumentation," she said. "It 
was very warm. You can almost feel you're in 
another country. It's a contrast."

The concluding "Det Fineste Med 
Dagen" ("Finest With The Day") rewards con-
cert purists in story and timbre as Schei sings 
her way through a week of the polar winter, 
watching how her family reacts day by day.

  perhaps best illustrated by the album's cover al-
bum photo: a . Schei took it from the second floor of 
the school using a mobile phone. 

photo-"I was at work. I had my mobile because I 
lst my watch

I went to the window and I took the picture – I 
took maybe four or five," she said. "I didn't see the 
man. I just wanted a shot of the snowflakes."

Nobody knows what's coming
dare we believe in pink, red and summer?
song two-"It was the song that surprised me the 

most because of the instrumentation," she said. "It 
was very warm. You can almost feel you're in another 
country. It's a contrast."

appluase 1,4, 11

That said, it's beyond obvious Schei's albums 
have been ? Svalbard and ?... 

"I think I was bit nervous because of the record-
ing," she said. She also said her voice was a bit tired, 
resulting in some of the moments that required 
retakes.

"I think maybe we practiced too much," she said, 
noting she, guitarist Staffan Johansson and drummer 
Finn Sletten rehearsed for three straight days includ-
ing the day of the concert.

COURTESY OF KYRRE S. FLEDSBERG
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EXCAVATE from page 1

A CURIOUS CIRCUS
Sirkus Svalnardo’s unique 'Alice 
in Wonderland’ uses common 
sense to stage nonsense

MARK SABBATINI / ICEPEOPLE

There's more! Visit www.icepeople.net 
for the complete story.

A section of 
Tunabreen calves into 
Tempelfjorden as 
researchers observe it 
during warm weather 
months as part of a 
study to determine the 
effect on water 
temperatures on the 
rate calving occurs. 
Tunabreen was the 
slowest-moving 
glacier of the three in 
the study, moving an 
average of 20 
centimeters a day 
during winter and 
reaching a peak of 
one meter a day in 
October. But the 
influence of water 
temperatures on the 
glacier's calving rate 
matched that of the 
other glaciers that 
moved at speeds of 
up to four meters per 
day.Vilde Olsbakk Rønning, 12, left, ventures in the “rabbit hole” during the opening scene of Sirkus Svalnardo’s “Alice in Wonderland” Saturday at 

Kulturhuset. At right, some of the 60 other local students cast in the performance act out many methods of madness at the Mad Hatter's tea party.

Various musicians gather onstage for a jam session Sunday night at the Radisson Blu Polar Hotel.
MARK SABBATINI / ICEPEOPLE

By MARK SABBATINI
Editor

For this “Alice” it was important not to fall 
a long way down the rabbit hole. Nor did she 
have the leisure of taking marmalade from a 
shelf or dozing off after venturing into the hole.

Which is why Vilde Olsbakk Rønning, 12, 
found herself making the adventurous journey 
to the curious hall where all sorts of things 
were not as they seemed – even to those 
familiar with Lewis Carroll’s classic tale “Alice 
in Wonderland.” Chosen as the person best able 
to perform “without a net” on a aerial hoop 
symbolizing the rabbit hole above the stage, she 
was cast in the star role of Sirkus Svalnardo’s 
interpretation of the story during two one-hour 
pe r fo rmances Sa tu rday a f t e rnoon a t 
Kulturhuset.

Rønning, a member of the troupe for the 
past three years, said she’s seen a movie 
version of “Alice in Wonderland,” but not read 
the book – not that the group felt a need be true 
to either since the show’s title “Alice in 
Dreamland” is from a 1953 picture book 
interpretation of a Disney movie version from 
the era.

“We weren’t trying to make it like the 
movie” she said. “We wanted to tell our own 
story.”

Rønning and about 60 other Longyearbyen 
youths did stay faithful to broad themes in the 
book’s chapters such as the Mad Tea Party and 
Queen’s Croquet Ground but, with only six 
days of rehearsals for a few hours a day, the 

need to be creative was much a necessity as 
much as an opportunity.

“You can do so much,” said Sara Rønne, 
an Oslo resident who from 2003 to 2007 and 
occasionally afterward was a member of the 
troupe her mother founded in 2000. “We don’t 
follow the story, but we have the characters and 
we can do what we want with them.”

Rønne said she hoped to stage the 
production with a group she works with in 
Oslo, but it has only 16 students. When she and 
her aunt, Gøril Nilsen, also a former Sirkus 

Svalnardo member, came to Longyearbyen to 
direct this fall’s performance the opportunity 
became more practical.

“The week before we came we planned it,” 
Rønne said. “Tuesday we started writing and 
during the week we figured things out.”

Among those “things” was casting 
Rønning as Alice because “I trained with the 
group and saw who was the safest because 
there’s nothing under her,” Rønne said.

Rønning is left mystified by Vår Eide Aunevik, playing the Cheshire Cat in "Alice in Wonderland."
MARK SABBATINI / ICEPEOPLE
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Delays making crisis worse

COURTESY OF BASECAMP SPITSBERGEN

The Mac Hack
We impishly dissect, gleefully crush and sadistically drown 
Macintoshes. But since not many people are willing to pay 
for that, we also repair, upgrade, disinfect Macs, and offer 

spare cables, batteries and other parts – cheap!
Got a truly dead machine? Let us have "fun" with it!

(Seriously, the parts can help others and keep our prices low.) 

Expressive and enigmatic photos of 
Svalbard by Nora Grøndal.

120 X 80 cm on aluminum or acrylic, with 
anti-contact wall fixtures - 3,200 kroner

Small floating table/shelf images - 350 kroner

Arts&Crafts Center at Galleri Svalbard.
Open 11-17 daily      95 10 49 45 

Worth 1,078 wordsWorth 1,078 words

See Nora's portfolio at www.nora.heime.net

Call Mark at 4151 4638 or e-mail marksabbatini@yahoo.com

 IMPATIENT, from page 1

There's more! Visit www.icepeople.net 
for the complete story.

Visitors peer into the entrance of the abandoned Mine 3, left, which reopened for tours this fall. At right, Basecamp Spitsbergen, which is leading the tours, 
touts the "industrial meets wilderness" view of the coal pier and Adventdalen on its Facebook page. The company is joining with Store Norske to offer  
tours of the company's mine at Svea for the first time through a pilot program scheduled to run from next January to mid-May. Tourists will likely see 
miners at work during the initial months, but the company is planning to halt its operations there in May due to on going coal price crisis.

Minister Monica Mæland, in an interview with 
NRK. "The issue has high priority and we are 
working as quickly as possible."

Her statement differs little than those since 
Store Norske's board voted in early September 
to layoff all but 100 of the company's 270 em-
ployees by next summer – adding to about 150 
additional layoffs that have occurred during the 
past couple of years.

The board's decision, if enacted, would halt 
mining operations at Svea and Luckefjell for up 
to three years in the hope coal prices recover, 
while doubling the relatively small level of pro-
duction at Mine 7. The board is requesting 

about 300 million kroner to maintain Svea and 
Luckefjell during the interim, and says up to 50 
more layoffs will occur if the funding is not ap-
proved.

Store Norske may be forced to begin those 
additional layoffs if the government doesn't 
make a decision by Nov. 23, Svalbardposten 
reported this week. Aunevik, in his statement, 
emphasized the government's indecision essen-
tially is a decision in itself.

"This is not about discussing yes or no to 
coal mining, it is that we must know what our 
situation will be to the future. If the owners 
continue to push the decision into the future the 
alternative of a forced liquidation will fast be-

come a reality all by itself – for who wants to 
work for a company if you do not know where 
it is tomorrow?"

The business association's survey also 
shows locals are willing to make adjustments in 
a transition and seek new opportunities in areas 
such as tourism, research and education, 
Aunevik wrote. But the government's inaction 
is harming all industries, not just coal.

"There is energy and the will for develop-
ment here, there is established a very good ba-
sis for cooperation and capability for joining 
forced. But this energy I fear will gradually dis-
appear if there do not quickly come signals of 
direction. The uncertainty that prevails makes 
society lose skills, development power and re-
source persons. It can quickly become a very 
negative spiral "

The more jobs lost, for example, the 
greater the likelihood the number of flights be-
tween Longyearbyen and the mainland will be 
reduced, which would negatively impact 
tourism, he noted.

The government has long claimed Svalbard 
is an area of key strategic importance, one more 
reason officials need to determine what the 
archipelago's identity in the future will be, 
Aunevik wrote.

"In that perspective, this decision is too im-
portant to be in Store Norske's boardroom. It is 
actually larger than it may be for the ministry 
of industry as well, because this is a national 
concern."

"It boils down to something as simple and 
as difficult: what will Norway Svalbard? And 
in that perspective, this decision is too impor-
tant to be in Store Norske boardroom. It's big-
ger than it can be in the Ministry of Industry as 
well - for this is a national concern "

She believes Svalbard has a unique posi-

Will is be a tour of a mining town or a ghost town?
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Think Icepeople is a joke? (Um, OK, we'll call 
that opening line another screw-up and move on.)

We've been in the newspaper business for nearly 30 years and learned just about 
everything you ought to know from some of the best in the industry. Make sure you 
interview at least "X" minorities for each story (USA Today). A momentary 
expression of grief captured by a photographer says more than an hour of dialogue 
during an inspirational seminar (Los Angeles Times). Don't pass out outside at the 
South Pole in your underwear (The Antarctic Sun). Tots eating ice cream can be just 
as appealing as space aliens endorsing presidential candidates (Weekly World 
News). Don't worry about that photo of "Svalbard" where trees are clearly visible 
(The Guardian) - readers will never notice (which might explain why so many folks 
think polar bears and penguins co-exist).

Say what you will about the world's northernmost alternative newspaper (a.k.a. the 
coolest newspaper on Earth - and, wow was it a struggle figuring out which to 
officially use in the masthead). But despite our absurdly inane headlines, snarky 
ledes, tendency to make fun of Russians who've shown nothing but awesomeness 
when we've been there and constant use of first-person plural references to a 
newspaper run almost entirely by one guy whose sanity is often called into question, 
we have never for a moment wavered from our goal of trying to inform you in the 
best way possible. Without succumbing to the always-shifting MSM wisdom.

icepeople.net

We're doing everything wrong. And proud of it...

Remember when websites were something 
you could read without endless scrolling, 
mouseclicks and non-stop sales pitches?

Again, we've blown off pretty much everything the "experts" advise. No 
pop-up ads. No slideshows. No auto-play videos. No mandatory "sign 
up for our spam" registrations. No "trendy" overhauls making the text 

and pictures big enough for Helen Keller to see clearly.

And, BTW, no pretending Twitter messages are "news." We didn't get 
into newspapers to offer stories that fit into a TV news soundbite, 

much less a bumper sticker.

Plus, of course, we're giving it all 
away – along with special items like 

our new walking tour map – for 
free. Which basically means we're 

idiots businesswise – and broke. 
Fear not - this isn't where the hard sales pitch comes in. 
Just a polite appeal to make a donation by clicking on 

the absurdly tiny and unobtrusive "buy it now" button 
and purchase a one-time "subscription" for any amount.

Those who do will get a special opportunity to add their 
own personal (non-commercial) point of interest to 

the backside of our map, which will remain until there's 
enough others to push it off. Plus you'll get  a high-quality 

PDF and a spot on the website map for all eternity.   
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Nov. 4
5 p.m.: Movie: "Hotel Transylvania 2." 
Kulturhuset.
Nov. 5:
7 p.m.: Movie: "Back to the Future," 
initial screening of old movies by the 
Longyearbyen Film Club. Membership 
passes are 100 kr. per semester and 
screenings are 30 kr. each. Kulturhuset.
Nov. 6
6 p.m.: Release performance and CD 
singing by Liv Mari Schei for her new 
album "Vind." Karlsberger Pub.
7 p.m.: Concert film: "The Wall" by 
Roger Waters. Kulturhuset.
Nov. 7
11:30 a.m.-5 p.m.: Sports exchange w/ 
Barentsburg. Svalbardhallen.
All-day movie marathon at Kulturhuset. 
Screenings include: Midnight: "The 
Visit," U.S. thriller/horror, ages 15 and 
up; 11 a.m.: "Song of the Sea," Irish 
animated children's film dubbed in 
Norwegian, ages 6 and up; 1 p.m.: 
"Drømmen om MGP Jr.," Danish family 
film, all ages; 3 p.m.: "Jem and the 
Holograms," U.S. fantasy/musical, all 
ages; 5:15 p.m.: "Kloven Forever," 
Danish comedy, ages 12 and up; 7:15 
p.m.: "Elser – 13 Minutes After Hitler," 
German drama/crime, ages 12 and up; 
9:15 p.m.: "Villmar 2," Norwegian 
action/horror, ages 15 and up.
Nov. 8
5 and 8 p.m.: Movie: "Spectre," U.S./
British action, no age limit specified. 
Kulturhuset.
Nov. 9
7:30 p.m.:  Documentary: "The Hunt: In 
the Grip of the Seasons," with 
presentation by Producer Jason Roberts. 
Kulturhuset.
8 p.m.: Trivia quiz. Svalbar.
Nov. 10
7 p.m.: Evening of hymns, led by Jovna 
Zakharias Dunfjell. Svalbard Church.

What's online
Icepeople.net provides daily updates of 
news about Svalbard and the world's 
polar regions, plus extras for articles from 
the print edition. Among the latest news:
● Is Antarctica gaining ice or losing it?
● Black market for illegal coolants booms
● Kangaroo farts are a climate problem
● Tossing mittens halts polar bear attack

"!is book does not only 
cover comprehensive 
information concerning all 
"elds of possible interest, 
but is at the same time a 
photo book containing 
many color images to 
illustrate many wildlife 
and #ower species and to 
document landscapes and 
places from all over the 
archipelago."

- Reader review

THE complete guidebook
by the complete guide

Sailing Voyages • Books • Photography • DVDs • Polar News And Information 

What's up

(we need it too much to use 
a more clever headline)

HELP!
What you spend on coffee in a week can 
provide a jolt from Icepeople for a year.

Visit icepeople.net and, while checking out the 
extra content, click the "subscribe" box to 

help with a one-time donation of any amount.

(we need it too much to use 
a more clever headline)

Cardboard shutout

There's more! Visit www.icepeople.net 
for the complete story.

New devices allow 360-degree, 
real-time revisit of solar eclipse 
in Svalbard using mobile phone

We're not saying everybody who paid 
20,000 a night for a hotel room during the total 
solar eclipse is dim-witted (OK, maybe a little), 
but now those unable to lighten their wallets to 
get left in the dark are getting a free chance to 
time travel.

A free gadget from Google called 

Cardboard, along with cheap versions made of 
studier materials from several companies, are 
designed to offer a full "virtual reality" 
experience for those viewing interactive 360-
degree videos through mobile phones. Among 
the noteworthy early videos, according to MIT 
Technology Review (tinyurl.com/p6c82u6) is a 
real-time capture of the March 20 total solar 
eclipse in Svalbard.

The March 20, 2015, total solar 
eclipse, above, casts a dark 

twilight over Amelnryggen, in an 
interactive 360-degree YouTube  

recording of the event. At right, 
students at Bronx Latin School in 

New York City view panoramic 
streaming films on mobile phones 

using Cardboard, a free 
contraption from Google intended 

to transform the tiny-screen scenes 
into virtual reality. Photos courtesy 

of MIT Technology Review.


